New quadruplex structure of GGA triplet repeat DNA--an intramolecular quadruplex composed of a G:G:G:G tetrad and G(:A):G(:A):G(:A):G heptad, and its dimerization.
The structure of d(GGAGGAGGAGGA) containing four tandem repeats of a GGA triplet sequence has been determined under physiological K+ conditions by NMR. d(GGAGGAGGAGGA) folds into an intramolecular quadruplex composed of a G:G:G:G tetrad and a G(:A):G(:A):G(:A):G heptad. Four G-G segments of d(GGAGGAGGAGGA) are aligned parallel to each other due to seven successive turns of the main chain at each of the GGA and GAGG segments. Two quadruplexes form a dimer stabilized through a stacking interaction between the heptads of the two quadruplexes. On the basis of these results, the biological implications of naturally occurring GGA triplet repeat DNA are discussed.